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1 ABOUT US 
Stage 2 Security LLC (“S2”) works with the latest techniques and methods to provide clients 
with a high degree of confidence and reliability in their information technology. S2 brings a 
mindset of the adversary when designing prevention solutions, protection services and 
simulating attacks to ensure clients understand their imminent risk and have effective measures 
in place to maximize resilience. We will bring our cybersecurity expertise to partner with you to 
continue to evolve and innovate, improving your security posture. 
Our mission is to expedite the arrival of a secure cyberspace by ‘Outplaying the Adversary’, 
instilling security through expertise and innovation. S2 was founded by employees who obtained 
first-hand experience on how real offensive cyber operations are being conducted. This 
knowledge has enabled S2 to build out a unique understanding of the most cutting-edge 
hacking Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) enabling S2 to provide innovative solutions 
such as our managed detection and response service SMITE RTaaS, Continuous Attack 
Surface Management service MAGE, and other innovations we bring to our clients. The S2 
team provides cyber security training and full lifecycle continuous monitoring capabilities from 
effective security program management, design, compliance, audit and operations.  
We leverage a collaborative approach, with real-time updates, as we work with you to meet your 
organization’s mission, roadmap, and goals. During our highly interactive cloud focused security 
architecture and engineering services, our experts will methodically perform an in-depth 
analysis specifically designed to meet your goals and requirements for the engagement. Many 
clients enjoy talking with our experts directly (e.g. via Slack) about the current challenges they 
are facing, enabling the team at S2 to address any questions in near real-time. 
S2's small business approach allows our relationships to grow and modify together allowing us 
to rapidly adjust our strategy to suit your needs. Adversaries are constantly evolving within the 
cloud environment and it is imminently important to stay out in front. 
This document (this “Service Description”) describes the service features, components, and 
terms of the Red Teaming as a Service Managed Services purchased by Partner (“RTaaS 
Services” or “Services”) that S2 will provide to the designated Client listed in the Ordering 
Documents (“Client”). The specific quantity and type of the Services purchased by Partner will 
be documented in an Ordering Document between the parties. Appendix A to this Service 
Description sets forth the applicable terms and conditions governing the Services.  
 
2 SERVICE SUMMARY AND RTAAS COMPONENTS  
2.1 Service Summary  
 
This document (this “Service Description”) describes the service features, components, and 
terms of the Managed Detection and Response services purchased by Partner 
(“RTaaS Services” or “Services”) that S2 will provide to the designated customer listed in the 
Ordering Documents (“Customer”). The specific quantity and type of the Services purchased by 
Partner will be documented in an Ordering Document between the parties. Appendix A to this 
Service Description sets forth the applicable terms and conditions governing the Services. 
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2.2 Service Overview 
 
The S2 Red Team as-a-Service (referred herein as “RTaaS” or the “service”) delivers 
continuous analysis and assessments of Client’s attack Surface. RTaaS consists of automated 
and recurring analysis and assessments.  In addition to the annual penetration test performed at 
various levels (Baseline, Targeted, Deep Dive) our cyber warriors, augmented by S2s PlumCell 
experts, will provide levels of continuous assessment and analysis to help clients understand 
their attack surface as well as the likelihood of success from various attack vectors.    
 
 
2.3 RTaaS Service Tiers 
 
RTaaS includes the following tiers:  

§ RTaaS Bronze  
§ RTaaS Gold  
§ RTaaS Platinum  

S2 Red Teaming as a Service (RTaaS) 
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RTaaS bridges the gap between a mountain of vulnerability findings and the annual or point in 
time penetration test. 
 

§ Continuous penetration testing transforming Vulnerability Management into Imminent 
Risk Management  

§ Automate the discovery of your Cloud and External attack surface (AWS, Azure, GCP) 
§ Assessments based on TTPs not just CVEs 
§ Automated security assessments and attack surface discovery and testing 
§ Cloud-Native technologies delivering unprecedented scaling 
§ Adversary simulation attacks linking phishing and automated internal assessments 

 
The Client must choose one of the three (3) previously defined levels based on the 
consideration of the following:  
 

§ Continuous Nature of the Analysis and Assessments 
§ Attack Surface Management Type 
§ Internal, Cloud and/or external scanning  
§ Phishing 
§ Adversary Emulation Services 

 

Service Feature Bronze Gold Platinum Description 

Portal Access  
   Portal to view all findings related to the Annual 

Assessment as well as any other related 
subscribed services 

Annual Penetration 
Test 

   Penetration Test performed once a year in 
accordance with the SOW identified for the 
engagement. 

Interactive Findings    Self-service findings reporting within the 
capabilities offered in the portal 

Attack Surface Management 

Attack Surface 
Discovery 

   S2 will collect open-source intelligence on your 
company employing the tactics and tools honed 
throughout our careers as former NSA operators.  

Continuous External 
Analysis 

 
  S2 will continuously simulate the adversary and 

known TTPs against your cloud attack surface 
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Service Feature Bronze Gold Platinum Description 

Continuous Cloud 
Analysis 

 
  S2 will review scan results with Client each 

quarter, upon Client request 

Quarterly Threat 
Briefings 

   S2 will meet with you and your team to go over 
all findings which have occurred over the 
previous quarter along with Threat Intelligence 

Quarterly Phishing  
 

  S2 will engage in phishing campaigns against 
your organization to help you identify potential 
threats to your security posture 

Red Team 

Continuous Internal 
Analysis 

  
 S2 will continuously simulate the adversary and 

known TTPs against your internal attack surface 
using our proprietary post exploitation toolkit 
VooDoo. 

VooDoo 
  

 VooDoo will be employed within your 
environment to perform continuous internal 
assessments 

PlumCell Red Team 
  

 S2's PlumCell will perform red team exercises 
against your internal network emulating nation 
state level adversaries.   

 
 
 
3 SERVICE ELEMENTS 
 
3.1 Service Transition – Planning and Support 

Summary: S2 and Client will work together to provide details on the scope of the Services, 
and to define plan for establishing connectivity between S2 and the RTaaS Components. 

S2 Responsibilities 
§ Define the high-level scope of work 

required to transition the in-scope RTaaS 
Components depending on selected tier, 
including assessing changes to the 
RTaaS Components, Network, and 
processes in order to Activate the 
Services 

§ Define the API requirements necessary to 
Activate the RTaaS Components  

Client Responsibilities  
§ Unless as otherwise agreed in writing, 

provide the reasonably requested 
inventory and topology information by the 
dates provided in the Transition Plan  

§ Review and approve Transition Plan, 
including Activation date(s)  

§ Identify a SPOC to engage with S2 
throughout the Service Transition period  
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§ Identify a single point of contact (SPOC) 
to engage with Client during the Service 
Transition  

§ Perform any other tasks designated as 
S2’s responsibility in the Transition Plan 
by the date specified in the Transition 
Plan 

§ Perform tasks specified as Client’s 
responsibility in the Transition Plan by the 
date specified in the Transition Plan 

§ Agree to rule of engagement for Annual 
Penetration Test as well as any 
continuous analysis services to which the 
client will be subscribed 
 

 

Output: Transition Plan and Rules of Engagement 

 

3.2 Service Transition – Managed Component Activation 

Summary: With Client’s assistance, S2 will connect the RTaaS Components via APIs or with 
sufficient information to perform ongoing assessments and analysis. S2 will perform tests to 
confirm that the RTaaS Components meet technical readiness requirements and Activate the 
RTaaS Platform Service. 

S2 Responsibilities 
§ Provide Client with general guidance on 

stabilization activities required to allow 
Activation.  

§ Implement MAGE and conduct tests to 
confirm that the RTaaS Components are 
Activated the Services are ready.  

§ Provide notification to Client that 
Activation is complete.  

§ Provide a documentation to Client to 
describe necessary steps to configure the 
RTaaS Components 

 

Client Responsibilities  
§ Configure APIs and implement 

requirements as described in the S2 
documentation.  

§ Assist S2 in establishing and validating 
bidirectional management connectivity 
between the RTaaS Components if 
necessary. 

§ If desired, review and monitor S2’s ready 
for use testing and results.  

§ Disclose and/or validate all discovered or 
presented information required to perform 
the RTaaS Service 

 

Output: N/A 

 
3.3 Attack Surface Management 

Summary: S2 will help identify, validate, and exploit or prove-out likelihood and impact of a 
findings if a finding is discovered, detected or reported by RTaaS Component of MAGE.  
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S2 Responsibilities 
§ Create Findings details within the portal 

from detected or reported Findings.  
§ Manage Findings by classifying, 

prioritizing, and providing remediation 
recommendations.  

§ If S2 is able to make the Changes to the 
RTaaS Components to restore 
connectivity or logging, make Changes 
with Client’s permission.  

§ Notify relevant parties about Findings.  
§ Make recommendation to resolve 

Findings. 

Client Responsibilities  
§ Review and take action on all Findings 
§ Perform S2 or third-party recommended 

changes or assist in restoration of 
services to resolve the Incident. 

§ Advise or approve actions within the 
adversary emulation depending upon 
subscribed service level 

 

Output: Incident Ticket; Change Request or recommendation to resolve Findings 

 
3.4 Phishing 

Summary: S2 will perform quarterly phishing campaigns against the Client’s approved email 
list as well as any email addresses identified during Attack Surface Discovery aimed at 
improving the security posture of the Client.  Depending upon the service level and Client 
approvals these may or may not be utilized for an initial attack vector.  
S2 Responsibilities 
§ Create quarterly phishing emails based on 

known TTPs.  
§ Manage Findings by classifying, 

prioritizing, and providing relevant 
information via the portal.  

§ Notify relevant parties about Findings.  
§ If Platinum level service is enabled, create 

implant or other attack vector compromise 
to be utilized by the phishing campaign. 

Client Responsibilities  
§ Review and take action on all Findings 
§ Advise or approve actions within the 

adversary emulation depending upon 
subscribed service level 

 

Output: Incident Ticket; Change Request or recommendation to resolve Findings 

 
3.5 Red Team 

Summary: Reserved for the most astute organizations, S2's PlumCell will perform red team 
exercises against your internal network emulating nation state level adversaries.  We will 
work and move stealthily from pre to post exploitation, moving laterally, to achieve predefined 
mission objectives.   
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S2 Responsibilities 
§ Create Findings with details within the 

portal from detected or reported Findings.  
§ Manage Findings by classifying, 

prioritizing, and providing remediation 
recommendations.  

§ Work with Client to create objectives for 
the Red Team  

§ Notify relevant parties about Findings.  
§ Create custom tradecraft to perform post 

exploitation activities using VooDoo. 

Client Responsibilities  
§ Contact S2 if Client believes an Incident is 

in-progress or has occurred.  
§ Participate in diagnostic testing to identify 

the source of the Incident.  
§ Review and take action on all Findings 
§ Advise or approve actions within the 

adversary emulation  

Output: Reports with recommendation to resolve Findings 

 
 
3.6 Quarterly Adversary Threat Briefing 

Summary:  S2 PlumCell will host a remote service review meeting on a quarterly basis open 
to all Clients (not private). This quarterly briefing will provide updates on current threat 
patterns, Findings, Tradecraft employed and trended events and similar relevant incident 
information.  
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APPENDIX A – TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 
4 SERVICES TERMS  
4.1 Scope of Additional Services  
Unless the Services are expressly provided for above, all other S2 services are out of scope for 
this Service Description.  
 
4.2 Portal Access 
Client will receive login credentials and ability to create five (5) sub accounts into the MAGE 
portal.  There you will be able to view top-level dashboards demonstrating your imminent risk 
across your entire attack surface (Cloud, Internal, External) as well as attack vector information 
derived from phishing and OSINT.  Additionally, users will be able to create new annual 
penetration testing quotes, view historical penetration testing reports with attestation, view 
historical quotes, as well as view current penetration testing activities ongoing.   

 
4.3 Attack Surface Discovery 
S2 will utilize a variety of tactics employed by the Adversary to identify and display your attack 
surface.  This can range from public facing IP Addresses, Domains, Sub-domains, Cloud 
instances, as well as any information available to the Adversary during reconnaissance.  S2 will 
collect open-source intelligence on your company employing the tactics and tools honed 
throughout our careers as former NSA operators.  We will gather information from all publicly 
available sources as well as the "Dark Web" to enable you to understand what your Adversary 
knows about you, your weakness, and potential leaks of sensitive information. 
Scanning public facing CIDR blocks to understand alive IP Addresses, Exposed Ports, Services 
running, Cloud Services or Domains associated with the client.  Gathering information on users, 
public email addresses/phone numbers, GitHub repository information or secrets, Known Risks, 
etc. 
4.4 Findings View 
Within the MAGE portal users will able to view detailed information regarding each finding from 
their annual penetration test as well as any future findings derived through the continuous 
assessment and analysis features associated with their RTaaS tier.  This will provide MITRE 
ATT&CK mappings, criticality ratings, descriptions, along with potential remediation action 
and/or detection capabilities.   
 
4.5 Annual Penetration Test 
S2s world class cyber warriors and PlumCell will perform an annual penetration test meeting 
your specific requirements and industry attestation requirements.  Penetration testing with the 
skills and techniques of a nation state! The S2 team experience includes decades of 
cyberwarfare operations, application development, exploit development, reverse engineering, 
hardware hacking and more. We attack environments with every publicly known approach and a 
few approaches that aren't publicly known. We don't emulate the adversary; we are the 
adversary.  
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4.6 Quarterly Meetings 
Each quarter your Custom Success Lead and a member of S2 PlumCell will meet with you and 
your team to go over all findings which have occurred over the previous quarter as well as shed 
light on current threats to your sector or environment and how to protect or detect them.     
 
4.7 Continuous External Analysis 
S2's MAGE platform will continuously simulate the adversary and known TTPs against your 
external attack surface.  If we identify IMMINENT RISK, we will notify you within timeframes 
commensurate with the SLA for the risk categorization and proceed with the attack simulation 
depending on approvals.  
Using information gleaned from ASD and applying S2GMA rules against it to produce findings. 
Those findings will be assigned to cyber-Warriors to validate and exploit. 

 
4.8 Continuous Cloud Analysis 
S2's MAGE platform will continuously simulate the adversary and known TTPs against your 
cloud attack surface.  If we identify IMMINENT RISK, we will notify you within timeframes 
commensurate with the SLA for the risk categorization and proceed with the attack simulation 
depending on approvals. 
Using information gleaned from ASD and applying S2GMA rules against it to produce findings. 
Those findings will be assigned to cyber-Warriors to validate and exploit. 

 
4.9 Quarterly Phishing Campaigns  
Once a quarter S2 cyber warriors will engage in phishing campaigns against your organization 
to help you identify potential threats to your security posture.  Statistics will be displayed within 
the MAGE Portal with trending on campaign successes, repeat offenders, as well as 
sophistication.  At the Platinum level of service, S2's PlumCell will work with you to create 
custom tradecraft phishing campaigns aimed at compromise with the goal of either post exploit 
implantation or exfiltration. 
Create a phishing campaign to mimic one that has been used against their industry to collect 
click metrics with varying degrees of stealthiness (link, attachment, image, etc.) 
 
4.10 Continuous Internal Analysis 
S2's MAGE platform will continuously simulate the adversary and known TTPs against your 
internal attack surface using our proprietary post exploitation toolkit VooDoo.  If we identify 
IMMINENT RISK, we will notify you within timeframes commensurate with the SLA for the risk 
categorization and proceed with the attack simulation depending on approvals. Using VooDoo 
on a host or host(s) and applying S2GMA rules against data derived from it to produce findings. 
Those findings will be assigned to cyber-Warriors to validate and exploit. 
 
4.11 VooDoo 
S2's proprietary post exploitation tool VooDoo will be employed within your environment to 
perform continuous internal assessments as well as covert red team exercises aimed at 
achieving one mission: making your security more adaptive to threats.  
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4.12 PlumCell Red Team  
Reserved for the most astute organizations, S2's PlumCell will perform red team exercises 
against your internal network emulating nation state level adversaries.  We will work and move 
stealthily from pre to post exploitation, moving laterally, to achieve predefined mission 
objectives.  Our "Iron sharpens Iron" approach to red teaming will work with your cyber 
defenders to ensure these exercises improve your ability to detect and defend.  
 
4.13 Reporting 
S2 will provide, or make available via the Portal, the reports listed in the reporting 
documentation for RTaaS Services. S2 reserves the right to add, change, or remove reports in 
its reasonable discretion. Client may review any reports with S2. Client is responsible for 
reviewing, analyzing, and if needed (e.g. reporting inaccuracies), discussing with S2 the 
information contained in the reports provided.  
 
4.14 S2 Recommendations  
To the extent that Client fails to implement any reasonable S2 recommendations or 
requirements with respect to the RTaaS Components or the Services, S2 shall have no 
responsibility for any delays or failure(s) regarding the performance of the Services or its impact 
to the Client.  
 
4.15 Services Management and Governance  
Client, not S2, is responsible for coordinating any complementary services. If Partner wishes to 
directly receive Client data (e.g. Security Incident tickets) and/or perform responsibilities or 
complementary services on Client’s behalf, Partner will obtain written permission from Client 
and if requested, provide S2 with a Letter of Authorization from Client, allowing this sharing of 
data and coordination of Services.  
S2 and Client (and if requested and agreed, Partner) will implement a governance function with 
the following goals: discuss alignment of the services to Client’s business needs, identify 
opportunities to improve the Services (e.g., increase quality or reliability), and similar matters. 
The parties will conduct periodic governance meetings as mutually agreed. Both S2 and Client 
will make available appropriate members of its IT, business, and leadership organization for the 
governance meetings, as applicable.  
 
4.16 General Client Responsibilities  
S2’s provision of the Services is dependent on Client’s compliance with its responsibilities listed 
in this Service Description. If Client fails to perform its responsibilities, S2 will be excused from 
performing the Services (including achieving any Service Levels) to the extent, and for the 
duration that Client fails to meet its responsibilities or if an exclusion applies. In addition, S2 
reserves the right to charge Client for expenses, costs, or time incurred, caused by Client’s 
failure to perform its responsibilities. In addition to the Client responsibilities listed above, Client 
will also be responsible for the following:  

a) Promptly supply S2 with reasonably requested and necessary technical data (e.g., 
network diagrams, IP addresses, and passwords) and other similar information to allow 
S2 to provide the Services.  

b) Provide reasonable cooperation and assistance to S2 in performance of the Services 
(e.g., making Changes to RTaaS Components that cannot be done remotely, locally 
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running tests, or diagnostics on RTaaS Components, enabling or updating APIs or 
configurations, etc.).  

c) Back-up and protect its own data against loss, damage, theft or destruction.  
d) Comply with the terms related to the RTaaS Components.  
e) Provide S2 and S2 personnel timely remote (logical) access to the RTaaS Components, 

as reasonably required for S2 to perform all elements of the Services (e.g., opening 
ports, changing firewall settings, providing change windows, etc.). This responsibility 
includes obtaining any needed internal or third-party approvals or licenses.  

f) Manage all third-party products and/or services that are not in the scope of Services, 
including enforcing any third-party supplier contract terms (and Service Level 
Agreements, as applicable).  

g) Notify S2 in advance of any updates or changes planned in Client’s environment, 
including configuration or 

h) API changes to the RTaaS Components.  
i) Identify any dependencies for out-of-scope hardware, software and/or services.  
j) Provide and maintain connectivity (including, without limitation, any required local 

circuits, cross connects, and hardware) required to deliver the service 
 

4.17 Third Party IP Addresses: Authority and Indemnification 
Client may not rent, lease, or loan the Services, or any part thereof, or permit third parties to 
benefit from the use or functionality of the Service via timesharing, service bureau arrangements 
or otherwise. In the event one (1) or more of the IP Addresses identified by Client are 
associated with computer systems that are owned, managed, and/or hosted by a third-party 
service provider (“Host”), Client warrants that it has the consent and authorization from such 
Host(s) necessary for S2 to perform the Services. Client agrees to facilitate any necessary 
communications and exchanges of information between S2 and Host. 
 
4.18 Indemnification 
Client agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold S2 harmless from and against any and all claims, 
losses, liabilities and damages, including reasonable attorney’s fees, arising from (i) any and all 
claims (to include 3rd party) brought against S2 that arise out of the scanning, testing and/or 
evaluation of Clients systems as well as incorrect or unauthorized IP Addresses that are 
provided by Client, or (ii) any breach of a Client representation or warranty 
 
4.19 Export 
Client acknowledges that the Products, Software and Services provided under this agreement, 
which may include technology and encryption, are subject to the customs and export control 
laws and regulations of the United States, and may be rendered or performed either in the U.S., 
in countries outside the U.S., or outside of the borders of the country in which you or your 
system is located, and may also be subject to the customs and export laws and regulations of 
the country in which the Products, Software or Services are rendered or received. Client agrees 
to abide by those laws and regulations. 
 
4.20 Exclusions 
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Products and services that are not described in this Service Description are not part of the 
Services, including, but not limited to, the following examples:  
 

a) Technical support for the Vulnerability Management Components or related S2 
products (which may be provided under a separate service).  

b) Software or hardware upgrades unless expressly referenced in this Service 
Description, Supplement(s) to this Service Description, or the applicable Ordering 
Document(s).  

c) Change Management or implementation of changes not covered by the Service 
Catalog.  

d) Providing Services on site or in any language other than English.  
e) Troubleshooting Security Incidents that predate Service Activation 

 
5 COMMERCIAL TERMS  
5.1 Pricing Summary  
The Charges consist of a fixed monthly fee based on the number of endpoints covered by the 
Services and an overage fee if Client exceeds that threshold. Volume Discounts may not apply 
to overages.  Client must increase its base number of endpoints covered.  
 
5.2 Charges 
The charges for the Services (“Charges”) and payment terms will be detailed in the applicable 
Ordering Document or the Agreement. Except as provided in the Ordering Documents or S2’s 
material breach, all Charges paid are non-refundable. 
 
5.3 Invoicing  
S2 will invoice on Service Activation (or deemed Service Activation).  
S2 will invoice the fixed monthly Charges in advance and the overage Charges from the 
previous month.  Or when preferrable the Client will be billed upfront for the annual renewal 
contract. 
S2’s rights to invoice for the charges for the Services and Partner’s obligation to pay will not be 
affected by (i) any delays caused by Partner or Client (or anyone acting on their behalf), (ii) 
Client’s failure to perform or delay in performing its obligations under this Service Description or 
any Supplement, or (iii) Partner’s failure to issue a purchase order or Client’s delay or failure to 
pay Partner.  
 
5.4 Minimum Commitments and Minimum Term  
The Ordering Documents will contain any minimum term or minimum Charges commitment 
associated with the Services.  
 
5.5 Service Activation  
The Ordering Document will contain the requested Service Activation Date. Client must activate 
the Services within 30 days of the requested Service Activation date, or it will be deemed 
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activated. If S2 is the primary cause of the delay in Service Activation, the Service Activation 
date will be delayed on a “day for day” basis.  
 
5.6 Security Assessment 
While performing RTaaS, we will attempt to identify vulnerabilities in the applications and/or 
networks considered to be in-scope. If a vulnerability is identified, exploitation will immediately 
stop, and, depending on the severity of the vulnerability, the Client may be contacted for 
immediate resolution. 
Client and S2 understand that due to the nature of the assessment being performed, 
unintentional service disruption is possible. Although every precaution will be taken to avoid 
unnecessary downtime, S2 will not be held responsible for downtime, outside of its control, as a 
result of the testing being performed. 
Prior to any social engineering attack targeting employees, S2 will provide, for approval, a list of 
potential employees to be targeted in the attack to the Client’s designated point of contact. 
If exploitation of a targeted machine is successful, S2 may perform additional exploitation in an 
attempt to find additional network vulnerabilities. S2 will take extreme caution when performing 
additional exploitation by performing reconnaissance and/or exploitation.  
Targeted and exploited machines can be implanted (e.g. install additional covert software) with 
tools to perform additional network reconnaissance. These tools are extremely covert and, in 
most cases, do not impact end users. 
At the conclusion of the service, all targeted workstations will be completely cleaned of any and 
all network tools and/or implants used for the engagement. 
While RTaaS can increase awareness of potential security vulnerabilities as well as improve 
overall information systems security, complete coverage of every potential risk and vulnerability 
is impractical. Security risks constantly change and S2 cannot be held accountable for any 
future attacks or breaches. 
 
5.7 Term, Termination, and Renewal 
5.7.1 Term.  
The term of the Services will be provided in the Ordering Documents. Unless provided in the 
Ordering Documents, the Term will begin upon the Effective Date of the Ordering Document.  
 
5.7.2 Termination.  
Where an Ordering Document contains a minimum commitment or contract value, if Client 
terminates the Services for convenience, S2 will invoice the remainder of contract value or 
minimum commitment due under the Ordering Document. If the Ordering Document does not 
contain a minimum commitment, Client may not terminate the Services for convenience, even if 
the Agreement allows it, unless expressly provided in the Ordering Document. Rights to 
terminate for material breach are provided in the Agreement.  
 
5.7.3 Renewal.  
If the automatic renewal selection is chosen, the Service will automatically renew for additional 
one-year terms at the same price, unless S2 notifies Client in writing at least ninety (90) days in 
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advance of, or Client notifies S2 in writing at least forty-five (45) days in advance of, the 
expiration of the then current term that it does not want to renew the Services.  
 
6 LEGAL TERMS 
6.1 Order of Preference 
This Service Description is subject to the applicable reseller agreement between the parties 
(“Agreement”). If there is a conflict between this Service Description, an Ordering Document, the 
applicable Agreement, or any Supplement to this Service Description, the following priority will 
apply (from highest to lowest): 

a) any Ordering Document, as applicable 
b) any Supplement(s)  
c) the Service Description 
d) the applicable Agreement  

 
6.2 Compliance with Laws  
S2 will comply with applicable laws, rules and regulations, including, but not limited to, all 
applicable export control laws and regulations. Client will comply with all applicable laws, rules, 
and regulations related to the receipt and use of the Services and will obtain all approvals and 
licenses required by any third parties related to the RTaaS Components, Client’s locations, 
systems, software, and network as are reasonably necessary for S2 to provide the Services.  
 
6.3 Sale via S2 Authorized Reseller 
Partner is responsible for obtaining appropriate agreements with Client reflecting the applicable 
terms of this Service Description, including (without limitation) requiring the performance of 
Client responsibilities. If Client has purchased these Services through a S2 Authorized Reseller 
and were not provided a Service Description by the Partner, then this Service Description is 
incorporated into the agreement between the S2 Authorized Reseller and Client governing the 
Authorized Reseller’s provision of the Services to Client (if applicable, the “Agreement”). 
 
6.4 License 
Client receives a limited, non-transferable, non-sublicensable, internal use, license to use the 
executable version of Portal, and any software provided by S2 as part of the Services only to 
the extent and duration reasonably required to receive the Services. There are no warranties 
associated with these items outside of their use as part of the Services. Upon expiration or 
termination of the Services, the license to the Portal and any associated software will 
automatically terminate. Note, this license is separate from the licensing and rights associated 
with the RTaaS Components, which are licensed separately.  
 
6.5 Security and Data Privacy Program  
S2, and Client will maintain a reasonable information security and data privacy program with 
appropriate technical, administrative, and physical safeguards designed to prevent any (i) 
unauthorized access, use, distribution, or deletion of Client’s data and (ii) compromise of the 
RTaaS Components or AS/DR. If S2 and Client do not have a mutual data protection agreement 
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in place (or equivalent privacy and data protection terms), the following Mutual Data Protection 
Agreement is incorporated into this Service Description. 
 
6.6 Confidential Information  
The ticket information, including recommendations to resolve Security Incidents, Charges, 
Portal, and Service Level performance information are Confidential Information. This information 
may not be used for any purpose other than in connection with Client’s use of the Services.  
 
6.7 Telemetry Data  
S2 may collect data on Client’s usage of the Services in order to maintain, improve, market, or 
promote the Services. In addition, S2 may use anonymized and aggregated data on Client’s use 
of the Services, Managed Component performance (S2 products only), and network 
performance (“Telemetry Data”) to create or improve its products and services. S2 will comply at 
all times with applicable law related to S2’s collection and use of the data above and will use 
reasonable physical, technical, and procedural means to protect the Telemetry Data that 
contains Personal Data in accordance with the S2 Online Privacy Statement, which is made 
available at or such other site(s) as S2 may publicly communicate from time to time.  
 
6.8 Subcontractors 
S2 may use subcontractors to provide services to Client on its behalf for the purposes of 
providing the Services. S2 will remain responsible for its subcontractors’ compliance with the 
obligations under this Service Description, any Supplement, and the applicable agreement 
between S2 and Client. References to S2 in this Service Description and any Supplement shall 
include its subcontractors, as applicable. 
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APPENDIX B- PRIORITY LEVELS  

This Appendix describes the methodology and associated terminology used in determining the 
priority level of a Finding.  
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S2 will adjust the case priority in accordance with updated priority of impact or incident 
resolution. In addition, the ticket may be left open after containment or restoration for a 
prescribed period while remediation efforts are being assessed. 
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APPENDIX C- SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT (“SLA”) FOR Red Team as-a-Service 

 
1 OVERVIEW 
This SLA describes the parties’ responsibilities and sets S2’s performance targets for the 
RTaaS Services (“Service Level(s)”) and amounts S2 will provide to Client as a credit if S2 fails 
to meet the performance objectives for the Service Levels set forth in this SLA (“Service 
Credits”).  
 
1.1 SLA Scope 
This SLA only applies to the Red Teaming as a Service (RTaaS Services).  
 
1.2 Findings Priority Levels  
S2 will categorize and respond to findings according to the Priority level methodology described 
in Appendix B of the Service Description for RTaaS Services.  
 
2 SERVICE LEVELS, SERVICE CREDITS, SERVICE LEVEL OBJECTIVES, KEY PERFORMANCE 

INDICATORS TERMS 
2.1 Service Level Performance 
Subject to the terms of this SLA, S2 will perform the RTaaS Services so that they will meet or 
exceed the performance targets Service Levels and Client will be entitled to claim Service 
Credits for S2’s failure to achieve certain Service Levels.  
 
2.2 Service Level Objectives (SLO)  
For those Services Levels labelled as Service Level Objectives, they are objectives only. If S2 
fails to meet the Service Levels below, it will review the reasons it failed meet the Services 
Levels and will use commercially reasonable efforts to remediate the cause of the failure. 
However, other than the obligation above, there will be no financial or legal penalty if S2 fails to 
meet the SLOs.  
 
2.3 Key Performance Indicators (KPI)  
KPIs are performance indicators only and there are no financial or legal penalties if S2 does not 
achieve them.  
 
2.4 Performance Measurement  
S2 will use its standard processes and tools for measuring its performance and determining 
whether the Service Levels were achieved.  
The window to measure performance against the Service Levels is the Measurement Period. 
The first Measurement Period will begin 60 days after Service Activation.  
Within thirty (30) days of the end of each Measurement Period, S2 will provide to Client a report 
on the Service Level Performance for the relevant Measurement Period (“Performance Report”).  
Within 30 days of receiving the Performance Report (“Review Period”), Client should review the 
report and submit a written claim for Service Credits or dispute the report.  
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If Client disputes the Performance Report, the parties will review the matter, including providing 
underlying information to support or dispute the contents of the Performance Report.  
 
2.5 Entitlement and Payment of Service Credits.  
Client must submit a written claim to S2 to receive Service Credits within sixty (60) days of 
receiving the Performance Report, or the right to receive them will be waived. 
Service Credits will be provided in the form of a Letter of Credit, which must be used against an 
invoice for the RTaaS Services within three (3) months of receiving the Letter of Credit or the 
Service Credit is void and of no value.  
 
2.6 Limitations 
Client may not claim Services Credits for multiple breaches of multiple Service Levels where a 
single Incident has resulted in S2 failing to achieve multiple Service Levels. If this happens, 
Client will have a right to claim (1) Service Credit of its choosing.  
Client may not apply a Service Credit unless Client has first paid remainder of the Charges (i.e. 
Charges minus the Service Credit Amount).  
Client may not sell, transfer or assign any Service Credits or convert the Service Credit to cash.  
The maximum and aggregate Service Credits will be (5%) of the recurring Charges paid by 
Client for the Service for the relevant Measurement Period.  
 
2.7 Exclusive Remedy  
S2’s issuance of Service Credits represents S2’s sole liability to Client, and Client’s sole and 
exclusive remedy against S2, for S2’s failure to meet the Service Levels. Any Service Credits 
paid by S2 under this SLA will count toward the limitation of S2’s liability under the Agreement.  
 
2.8 Client Responsibilities  
Client will provide S2 with a single point of contact to cooperate with S2 and respond to any S2 
requests to help verify Service Level Performance  
Client will provide such information and assistance that S2 reasonably requests to help S2 verify 
Service Level Performance.  
Client will comply with all of its responsibilities as described in the Service Description for 
RTaaS Services, including any referenced documents.  
 
2.9 Confidential Information 
The Performance Reports and any underlying data provided to Client to support the 
Performance Report is Confidential Information and may not be publicized.  
 
2.10 Exceptions  
Any failure by S2 to achieve the Service Levels will be excused if caused by:  

a) A material act or omission by Client in breach of the terms and conditions of the 
Agreement, the Service Description, and/or the Ordering Document;  
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b) Client’s failure to comply with its obligations or responsibilities under the Service 
Description or this SLA;  

c) Any mutually agreed schedule of activities that causes service levels to fall outside of 
measured and defined Service Level obligations set forth in this SLA;  

d) Any delays or faults caused by Client, third party equipment, software, services, support, 
or vendors not under the control of S2 (e.g., Carrier cycle time);  

e) Periods of maintenance where updates, patches, etc. are installed and configured (i.e. 
Maintenance Windows);  

f) A Force Majeure Event;  
g) Any S2 or third-party hardware dispatch and replacement, which may be covered under 

a separate agreement;  
h) The RTaaS Components being past the End of Support (EOS) date or not covered by 

support and maintenance.  
i) Software defects that require installation of major software updates or reinstallation of 

the software on the S2 equipment 
j) Changes in the RTaaS Components or network that were not validated or approved by 

S2 or delays by Client in implementing Changes requested by S2 or otherwise agreed 
between Client and S2;  

k) Failure to implement S2’s recommendations necessary to remediate Incidents; l) Failure 
by Client to provide a required response necessary for S2 to meet the Service Levels 
(Please note: Incident Tickets will be on “hold” for any period of time S2 is delayed in 
receiving required information from the Client, the End User, or applicable third-party 
service providers);  

l) Any conditions existing prior to S2 management of the RTaaS Components, including 
any incident, problem, error or other event subject to an open support ticket from a 
legacy or other third-party service provider; and/or  

m) Changes to the RTaaS Components that were not approved by S2.  
 
2.11 Security Audit  
 
If there are repeated Security Incidents that S2 reasonably believes can be prevented through 
the proper use of the RTaaS Components and Services, S2 may conduct, at its own expense 
and discretion, a review of Client’s security environment. Client will reasonably cooperate with 
this review. Following any such review, Client will make commercially reasonable efforts to 
implement any reasonable S2 recommendations. If Client fails to do so, this SLA will not apply.  
 
2.12 Governance and Escalation  
S2 and Client will hold regular meetings to review and assess Service Level Performance, 
address any Client concerns, and work in good faith to resolve any disputes between the 
Parties with respect to Service Level Performance.  
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3 SERVICE LEVELS, SERVICE LEVEL OBJECTIVES AND KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
DEFINITIONS 

 
3.1 Service Levels 
 
Portal Availability 

Definitions  
 
“Availability” means the following, converted to a percentage:  
 
Calculation: (Number of minutes in the month – Outage Time) / Number of minutes in the 
month.  
 
Portal Availability - is the availability of the web accessible portal made available to 
Customer to view reports and submit tickets.  
 
Outage Time shall commence upon the earlier of: (1) S2’s detecting the outage and logging 
an Incident ticket or (2) S2’s logging an Incident ticket upon Customer’s notice to S2 of the 
outage, which notice contains sufficient information to confirm that the outage is occurring in 
the System. The Outage Time ends when the System is returned to a usable level of service. 
The duration of Outage time shall be rounded to the nearest minute. S2 will log an Incident 
ticket promptly following notification from Customer or its own detection of an outage. 
 
Service Level  
 
Platform Availability: 100%  
 
Portal Availability: 99% 
 
Service Credit 
 

Measurement Period: Monthly (one calendar month) 
 

 
 
Time to Engage 
Definitions  
 
S2 will contact Customer’s designated contact by phone or MSS Chat within 4 hours of 
prioritizing a Critical Security Finding (8 hours for a High) if a recommendation to exploit, stop, 
research, etc. has already not been provided by this time. 
 
Calculation:  
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S2 contacts customer in timeframes above for Critical and High Findings / Total number of 
Critical and High Findings in the month that require engagement after prioritization (i.e. no 
automatic notification or approval provided). 
 
Service Level  
 
On time engagement: 95% 
 
 
Service Credit 
 

Measurement Period: Monthly (one calendar month) 
 

 
3.2 Service Level Objectives 
 
Containment Service Level 
Description 

Service Level Target  Customer Requirements 

Definition: Provide 
automated and continuous 
assessments against the 
Client’s attack surface 
(depending upon tier)  
 

Cloud: Daily 
External: Weekly 
Internal: Monthly 
Phishing: Quarterly 

 

99%  
 

Customer will provide 
information required to 
perform the service as well 
as validate and/or 
acknowledge coverage 
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To accept this document, including the Service Levels, Service Level Objectives, and Key 
Performance Indicators, please sign below and return to contracts@stage2sec.com. 
 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be effective as of 
the latest date signed below. 
 

Stage 2 Security, LLC  Client  
Signed:  
  
  

Signed:  
  
  

Name:  
  

Name:  
  

Title:  Title:  
Date:   Date:   
 


